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Risk and Return for Regulated Industries  provides a timely, 

comprehensive review of how cost of capital risk arises and can be 

measured, how the special risks regulated industries face affect the 

fair return, and the challenges that regulated industries are likely to 

face in the future. The book is not a simple summary of regulated 

industries or a textbook-style review of utility finance.  Instead, it 

covers the institutional practices, required economic principles, 

and the practical details today’s regulators, regulated companies, 

regulatory lawyers, and rate-of-return analysts need to determine 

the appropriate return on capital.



In recent decades, there has been a worldwide shift 

towards private ownership of transportation and energy 

infrastructure with public oversight of prices.  

Regulated prices that ensure an adequate return on investment are critical 
to maintaining reliable and efficient development of transportation 
and energy systems. Regulators also seek to ensure that returns are not 
excessive and provide only enough to attract capital. Determining the fair 
rate of return on capital investment has long been a balancing act between 
the interests of customers and investors. It is increasingly challenging 
today as these industries confront technological innovation, heightened 
competition, dramatically shifting commodity market conditions, and 
evolving regulatory policies.

Drawing on experience from several countries and industries that have 
faced the challenges now becoming global issues, Risk and Return for 
Regulated Industries provides a timely discussion on the impacts of the 
changing industrial and regulatory landscape. In addition to establishing 
the principles necessary to understand the foundations for cost of capital 
measurement, the book examines all of the commonly used risk-pricing 
models and their comparative benefits and provides real-world case 
studies illustrating how various models respond to recent changes in the 
industry. Based on decades of combined experience advising regulators 
and regulated companies around the globe, the authors provide a new 
perspective by addressing the importance of the fair return for the efficient, 
dynamic evolution of these industries, as well as areas for future analysis. 
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ADVANCE PRAISE FOR RISK AND RETURN 
FOR REGULATED INDUSTRIES
“Risk and Return for Regulated Industries provides comprehensive 
coverage of the models and methods used for one of the most difficult 
steps in the determination of government-regulated prices: the estimation 
of cost of capital. The text is well-grounded in finance theory, but its 
strength is the focus on practical application of these estimation methods 
and the international examples from which we all may learn.” 

– Larry Blank, New Mexico State University, Cost of Capital Practitioner

“Traditional public utility economics seemed to be on its way to becoming 
a subject for the history of economic thought. Risk and Rate of Return 
for Regulated Industries demonstrates that, far from disappearing, the 
issues are increasingly important today as public-private-partnerships 
blur the lines between regulation and public production. This volume 
is a comprehensive restatement and updating of the issues of rate base 
determination and the calculation of the cost of capital, with an emphasis 
on incorporating issues of risk. It belongs on the shelf for any student of 
twenty-first century price regulation.” 

– Ken Boyer, Institute of Public Utilities (IPU) at Michigan State University
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